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“Good old Europe” is a continent of great diversity, especially when it comes to 
its jurisdictions. At least within the European Union a tendency of harmonising 
the individual legal systems is becoming more and more feasible, although at a 
slow pace. 
 

One of the latest developments is a plaintiff’s right, having suffered damage, to 

file a Direct Action against the insurer of the person liable, at the court of the 

plaintiff’s domicile.  

 

The choice of filing a lawsuit at the plaintiff’s venue is quite common with Road 

Traffic Accidents, since the Judgement of the European Court of Justice C-

463/06 (“FTBO / Odenbreit”).  

 

Based on Regulation No 864/2007 on the law applicable to non-contractual 

obligations (Rome II) and the above-mentioned judgement, the place of 

jurisdiction is granted, if the law applicable to the non-contractual obligation or 

the law applicable to the insurance contract so provides. The person having 

suffered damages may choose between both laws, whichever maybe more 

beneficial for the victim.  

 

A recent decision of the European Court of Justice (C-240/14 “Prüller-Frey”, 

represented by Tramposch & Partners) advocates that a “Direct Action” is not 

merely limited to Road Traffic Accidents. In the respective decision an aviation 

accident in Spain was at issue. The plaintiff filed her lawsuit in Austria, at the 

venue of her domicile. Both Spain and Austria grant such right of Direct Action 

also within aviation accidents. 

 

The defending liability insurance argued that within the insurance contract 

German law was stipulated and therefore applicable. However, in accordance 

with Spanish law the plaintiff is entitled to choose the relevant law. Under 

German law a Direct Action against the insurance company is only granted 

under certain circumstances, such as (i) insolvency, (ii) unknown residence of 

the insured or (iii) if liability insurance is mandatory. Nevertheless, none of 

these circumstances applied in this relevant case. 

 



The European Court of Justice affirmed the right of the victim to sue the 

insurance company at the venue of her domicile, following thereby the General 

Attorney’s and the plaintiff’s arguments, that the stipulation of German law 

within the insurance contract is not relevant for the victim. 

 

There is a wide range of different sorts of Direct Claims within the European 

Union ranging from a universal right to sue the insurance company directly (e.g. 

as in France and Spain) to a Direct Action under certain conditions (e.g. as in 

Germany: if liability insurance cover is mandatory, if the insured is of unknown 

residence or if the insured is insolvent) to jurisdictions, where a Direct Action is 

only granted if explicitly provided in the material law (e.g. as in Austria: aviation 

accidents, medical malpractice and others of minor relevance).  

 

Only with respect to Road Traffic Accidents a Direct Action against the 

insurance company of the person liable, is generally provided within the entire 

European Union. 

 

Regarding the rules of law as to determine the legal jurisdiction, the applicable 

law to the non-contractual obligation and the law applicable to the insurance 

contract are both relevant. Insurance companies can limit their risk to be sued 

directly, by choosing a more favourable law in the insurance contract. As the 

place of accident cannot be predicted, therefore the risk of being sued under a 

foreign jurisdiction cannot be excluded either, unless insurance cover is limited 

geographically.    

 

Should the applicable law concerning a Direct Action reside in a foreign 

jurisdiction, being represented by counsels familiar with international claim 

management is of significant benefit.  

 

Insuralex provides you with a perfect network of highly specialised law firms in 

the fields of insurance and reinsurance law as well as tort law around the 

world. 
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